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Abstract

Lexical recognition tests are widely used to assess vocabulary knowledge. We investigate the role that diacritics play in designing an Arabic lexical recognition test. We compare a non-diacritized and a diacritized test in a user study and find that they are largely comparable in their ability to assess vocabulary proficiency. However, we argue that diacritized tests are better suited to control the test difficulty by allowing better nonwords and a more targeted selection of word forms.
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1. Introduction

Measuring language proficiency is an important task for educators. Vocabulary size is one part of the overall proficiency that can be used to approximate learning progress or to select a suitable language course [24]. Increasing your vocabulary is an essential component of language learning and is also one of the main conditions in mastering a language [8].

Lexical recognition tests (LRTs) are one of the best-known and most widely used vocabulary assessment formats [31]. The main advantage is their simplicity [25], as participants are just being shown a list of words and asked to say ‘Yes’ when they know the word or ‘No’ otherwise. In order to make the task difficult and to avoid cheating, besides real words like obey, also nonwords like nonagrate are shown. Figure 1 shows an example for such a test in checklist format. As all words are checked and all nonwords are not checked, this shows a result for a learner with a good vocabulary knowledge.
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While there exist established lexical recognition tests for English, e.g. LexTALE [22], for many under-resourced languages, like Arabic, a lot of challenges still remain. In this paper, we address some of these challenges by taking a closer look on the design process of Arabic tests and especially the role of diacritical marks that are a defining feature of Arabic. For that purpose, we conduct a user study that compares an existing non-diacritized test for Arabic [29] with an adapted version including diacritics. We also discuss the NLP-related challenges when aiming to automatically build LRTs with diacritics.

Before we go into the details of the study, we provide some background on lexical recognition tests in general and the special challenges faced when creating such tests for Arabic.

2. Lexical Recognition Tests

Lexical recognition tests are used for measuring the vocabulary size of learners [13]. They are based on the assumption that recognizing a word is sufficient for ‘knowing’ the word, i.e. they only measure the size or breadth of vocabulary knowledge, but not the depth or quality [3, 32]. However, for many purposes like placement tests or quickly assessing the progress of vocabulary acquisition, lexical recognition tests have been successfully applied.

In order to cover a wide difficulty range, the words to be used in such tests are usually selected based on corpus frequency. The tests additionally use carefully selected nonwords that act as distractors. This is necessary, as otherwise learners could easily game the test by simply pretending to ‘know’ all the words. In a test with a mix of words and nonwords, such a strategy leads to a rather low score.

Lexical recognition tests already achieve a quite good approximation of a learner’s vocabulary with a relatively small number of test items [20]. Thus, lexical recognition tests can be quickly finished and usually fit on a single sheet of paper. This is the so called checklist format as shown in Figure 1. When used in a computerized form, individual items are usually shown in isolation in order to minimize context effects.

2.1. Existing Test

We now look into previous work on lexical recognition tests, which has mainly focused on English and a few other European languages [29], while very few studies investigated Arabic.

English LRTs. An early example of using nonwords for testing is the Eurocentres Vocabulary Size Test [26]. It uses 150 items – two thirds real words that were selected by frequency, and one third manually-crafted nonwords. Lemhöfer and Broersma [22] constructed a smaller version of this test called LexTALE that can be finished faster. It only uses 40 words (selected by relative frequency in the CELEX corpus [7]) and 20 manually-crafted nonwords. LexTALE scores are validated by correlating them with other proficiency scores based on a word translation task and the commercial ‘Quick Placement Test’. LexTALE has been adapted to other languages beyond English, e.g. Dutch and German [22], French [11], and Spanish [21].

Arabic LRTs. We are only aware of a very limited set of studies on Arabic lexical recognition tests which all use non-diacritized Arabic. Baharudin et al. [9] developed the Test of Arabic Vocabulary that uses 40 words selected by corpus frequency, but no nonwords. Thus, the test is vulnerable to test-wiseness or overconfidence (just answering ‘yes’ for each item).
Ricks [29] developed a checklist-format test with 40 words and 20 nonwords (following the format introduced with LexTALE). Words were randomly selected from the Buckwalter/Parkinson frequency dictionary [12], but excluding dialectal words. Nonwords were created using letters substitution approach as inspired by [33].

2.2. Generating LRTs

The automatic generation of LRTs involves two steps: (i) selecting words from a corpus and (ii) generating nonwords. In the past, nonwords have been manually created [22]. However, for the repetitive testing as used in formative assessment [34], nonwords test stimuli need to be generated automatically. Hamed and Zesch [19] proposed an approach to generate nonwords automatically using character n-gram language models. They applied their approach to English, and considered word selection using frequency per million word.

3. Role of Diacritics in Arabic LRTs

We now turn to the role of diacritics in Arabic lexical recognition tests. We argue that they play a crucial role in selecting words as well as designing suitable nonwords.

Usually, learners of Arabic build their vocabulary knowledge from diacritized material. Especially in the early stages, learners might find it difficult or unnatural to recognize words without diacritics. For example, all the textbooks in the series “I Love the Arabic Language” are diacritized.¹ Thus, a non-diacritized lexical recognition test might systematically underestimate the performance of low proficiency learners.

Selecting Words. Arabic text is mostly written non-diacritized, i.e. without any diacritical marks, except for religious texts, educational texts, and some poetry [17]. Figure 2 shows the non-diacritized and the diacritized versions of the sentence “The boy drank milk”.

The analogy with English is imperfect, but in a sense the situation would be similar to presenting someone the string str and expecting them to be able to determine whether the intended English word is star, stir, suitor, sitar, or store depending on the context [30]. So, in a lexical recognition test, when we ask a learner if she knows the ‘word’ str, we are actually asking whether she knows any of the words from the list above which is quite an imprecise question.

The lack of diacritics usually leads to considerable lexical and morphological ambiguity [35]. Following an example from Maamouri et al. [23], we show in Figure 3 a non-exhaustive list of diacriticizations of the Arabic word علم /elm/.

¹ http://www.noorart.com/school_section/i_love_the_arabic_language_arabic_curriculum
We hypothesize that the difficulty to recognize a non-diaccritic word is actually determined by the relative probability of its most-frequent diacriticized form. We also argue that this effect goes way beyond the related issue of word senses for English lexical recognition tests, where showing a word like *tree* also tests whether one knows the most frequent sense (*a tall perennial woody plant*) and not one of the more specialized ones (*data structure in computer science*). As we can see in Figure 3, the ambiguity introduced by non-diaccritic text includes phonological, morphological, and syntactic cases [35].

In order to determine the most likely diacritization, we can check the frequency based on diacriticized corpora. We use a subset of 11 books of the Tashkeela corpus [36]. Because of the religious nature of the texts in this corpus, the counts for *Science* and *Flag* are very low, while *He knew* and *It was known* are two orders of magnitude higher. Thus, learners of Arabic that mainly read religious texts will be able to recognize the diacriticized form of */Elm/* meaning *He knew*, but not *Science*, while no such distinction can be made in the non-diaccritic version of the test.

**Designing Nonwords.** So far we have only discussed existing word forms, but diacritics might also play a crucial role in designing better nonwords. Arabic diacritization is an orthographic way to describe Arabic word pronunciation [35]. We hypothesize that the non-diaccritic nonwords are probably easier than the diacriticized ones. The diacriticized nonwords can distract better with closely related, especially if they are labeled with pronounceable diacritics.

## 4. Constructing a Diacriticized Arabic Test

We now discuss the linguistic and technical challenges that occur in the two steps (word selection and nonword generation) of automatically constructing a lexical recognition test.

### 4.1. Selecting Arabic Words

Selecting words for lexical recognition tests is mainly based on frequency counts. However, obtaining reliable frequency counts is more challenging in Arabic than in English due to complex morphology and the issue of diacritization.

**Morphology.** Arabic is a morphology rich language and its words are highly inflected and derived [5]. For example, the word (“wktAbnA”, ‘/aleffinal/noonmedial/behinitial/aleffinal/tehmedial/kafinitial/wawisolated’, and our book) consists of three clitics “w+ktAb+nA”: (i) the conjunction article “w” as prefix, (ii) the stem “ktAb”, and (iii) the possessive pronoun “nA” as suffix.

So in order to get a reliable frequency count for the lemma *ktAb* (engl. *book*), we have to use segmenters and lemmatizers to discard such extra clitics [17]. Fortunately, there are tools such as Farasa [14] that are specifically designed for that task.

Another example of morphology standing in the way of frequency counting is the pervasiveness of the definite article “Al” (J1) that is directly attached to a word. For example, in the arTenTen corpus [10], which comprises 5.8 billion words, the frequency of the word (“Tfl”, ‘/lamfinal/fehmedial/tahinitial’, child) is 4,557, whereas the frequency of the same word along with the definite article (“AlTfl”, ‘/lamfinal/fehmedial/tahmedial/laminitial□’, the child) is 15,325.

**Automatic Diacritization.** We suggest using the diacriticized lemmas for a better frequency count. However, as there is only a limited number of rather small corpora with manually annotated diacritics [2] one has to fall back to automatic diacritization in order to obtain reliable frequency counts of diacriticized word forms.

Although there is a large body of research on the topic [6, 27], only very few tools are freely available and it is still unclear what performance level can be expected in a practical setting. It is especially unclear whether existing tools will simply project the distribution of diacritics found in the training corpus to new data or if they generalize well enough to be useful for the purposes of designing lexical recognition tests. We are not aware of any research that actively targets this question.

### 4.2. Designing Arabic Nonwords

In a lexical recognition test, a good nonword acts as a distractor, i.e. it is similar enough to real words that it forces test-takers to be careful about their answers. However, nonwords should of course not be a valid word from the vocabulary of a language.
Anderson and Freebody [4] discuss two methods for creating nonwords in English: (i) pseudo-derivatives, which entails adding a prefix or suffix to a real word, so ‘loyal’ becomes ‘loyalment’; and (ii) letter substitution, where one or two vowels and/or consonants are substituted in a real word, so ‘boy’ becomes ‘poy’. However, substituting letters is complicated due to the peculiarities of the Arabic alphabet.

Dealing with Similar Shapes. There are two types of symbols in the Arabic script for writing words: letters and diacritics [18]. Arabic letters typically consist of two parts: letter form and letter mark [17]. The Arabic alphabet has a total of 19 letter forms. The letter marks fall into three sub-types: the dots, the short Kaf and the Hamza (ح). The Arabic alphabet features a significant number of letters that differ only in the position or number of dots placed around the letter form. Thus, for instance, the nonword “jArx” (خارج, ‘outside’) and the real word (“xArj”, خارج, ‘outside) are differentiated only by the placement of two points. This is more subtle than, for example, English fish versus shif.

Dealing with Similar Sounds. An orthography is a specification of how the sounds of a language are mapped to/from a particular script [17]. Some phonemes of Arabic language have emphatic counterparts. The learners in a type of phonemic L1 transfer, have a tendency to conflate these L2 phoneme pairs. Special attention should be paid to ensure that nonwords could not be coined, by means of substituting one or more of these “confusable” pairs of letters with similar sounds like د/د and ت/ت or ب/ب. One nonword, for example, that is hard to be rejected is “ItfAl” (إطفال, ‘children’), as it can be easily confused with the real word (“TfAl” or “OTfAl”, أطفال, ‘children’). Another good example for hard rejection is “DfDE” which should be easily confused with the real word (“dfDE”, دفء, ‘frog’).

Dealing with Diglossia. The Arabic language has at least three forms: Classical Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), and Dialectal Arabic [15]. This leads to situations where a speaker of Arabic might use two varieties of the language. This kind of situation is what is linguistically known as diglossia [16]. Consider, for example, the MSA word (Hryq, ‘حرق’, fire) and the dialectal word (Hry’، حریق) which is the Syro-Lebanese counterpart of the MSA word. As nonwords are often generated by means of swapping one letter, hry’ (هّری) could be generated by swapping the ح/ح/ with د/د in Syro-Lebanese instance. The three instances are shown together in Table 1. However, this is problematic, as the dialectal word (Hry’، حریق) is well known in the Levantine area. Thus such a nonword would be much easier for Syro-Lebanese speakers and much more difficult for others, as it is much closer to an existing word than when looking at MSA only.

The same argument can be extended to real words. For example, the MSA word (“jbhp”， ‘جبهة’, forehead) has many dialectal counterparts (a subset is shown in Table 2). The MSA word is rather similar to the word in the Gulf dialect, while it would be more difficult to recognize for speakers of Egyptian and Maghreb dialects whose dialectal words are quite different.

5. User Study

In order to investigate the role of diacritical marks on Arabic lexical recognition tests, we conduct a user study where we compare a non-diacritized and a diacritized test. In order to avoid memorization effects, one student cannot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>Dialectal</th>
<th>Nonword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>حریق</td>
<td>حریق</td>
<td>حريق</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Nonwords and diglossia.

2 The Letter marks, specifically the dots, should not be confused with Hebrew Niqqud ‘dots’, which are optional diacritics comparable to Arabic diacritics. Arabic dots and other letter marks are all obligatory [17].

3 In almost cases, the capital letters are used to refer to a stressed letter.

4 Transliterated using Safe Buckwalter.
Table 2: The dialectal varieties for MSA word “jbhp” (جبهة).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>Gulf</th>
<th>Egyptian</th>
<th>Maghreb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>فرنت</td>
<td>قورة</td>
<td>بيئة</td>
<td>جبهة</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The two diacritized tests used in our study. Words are checked, nonwords are not.

answer the non-diacritized (ND) and diacritized (D) version of the same test. Thus, in our user study, we use two tests of ND/D pairs. In order to avoid sequence effects, one group begins with the diacritized version, while the other group begins with the non-diacritized one. We visualize this setup in the following figure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 (G1)</th>
<th>Group 2 (G2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test A (D)</td>
<td>test A (ND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test B (ND)</td>
<td>test B (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a starting point, we utilize two non-diacritized Arabic tests prepared by Ricks [29] that both contain the traditional number of 40 words and 20 nonwords. In order to avoid guessing, the items were randomized. We created a diacritized version of both tests by using the most probable form (see discussion in Section 3 and especially Figure 3). For nonwords, we use a plausible version of diacritics. We also normalized all the initial Alif letters by adding the Hamza (glottal stop) to both versions of the test. Figure 4 shows the diacritized test versions.

We provided the participants in our study with a set of instructions including some sample items. The study itself was implemented as a paper-based survey under direct supervision of a teacher. We recruited 40 students (22 female) from 5 German schools (4th to 10th grade), who are studying the Arabic European syllabus “I Love the Arabic Language” that conforms to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). All students are native German speakers, but with Arabic as a family language.

---

5 In the original version, all the words were presented first and the nonwords after that. This is clearly not optimal, as participants can quite easily detect and exploit this setup.

6 http://www.englishprofile.org/index.php/the-cef
In order to provide an external gold standard for the proficiency level of each student, we asked the Arabic teacher (before conducting the study) to evaluate each student on a three-point proficiency scale: (1) beginner, (2) intermediate, and (3) advanced. This gold standard provides a basis for judging the construct validity of our Arabic lexical recognition tests [28].

6. Results and Discussion

Our test design that tries to avoid memory effects entails that the non-diacritized (ND) and diacritized (D) variant of a test are solved by different groups. In order to make meaningful comparisons between the ND and D variants, we first have to make sure that the groups are comparable.

6.1. Group comparison

In Table 3, we show precision, recall, and F-measure for both groups. We see that while the precision is comparable for both groups, group 2 has higher recall in general which can be explained by a slightly higher number of high proficiency students in this group. In general, we see that for words, the precision is quite high, while for nonwords the recall is quite high. This is related to the strategy applied by most students that they only check the words that they actually know. Leading to high precision for words, and high recall for nonwords which is the fallback.

Scoring. There are several possible methods to score LRTs. We only want one combined score for word and nonword performance - in order to avoid test-wiseness effects, e.g. students answering that they know all the words. For each participant, we compute the test score using the scoring scheme introduced for LexTALE, as it turned out to yield the best results [22].

\[
\text{score}(R) = \frac{R_w + R_{nw}}{2} \cdot 100
\]

The score consists of the ratio of correct responses for words and nonwords – i.e. the recall for each class. This way, a yes bias (creating high error rates in the nonwords) would be penalized in the same way as a no bias (causing high error rates for words), independently of the different numbers of words versus nonwords.

Figure 5 shows a scatterplot of the two groups regarding the assigned test scores. It also confirms our finding that both groups are comparable.

6.2. Proficiency level

Figure 6 visualizes the relationship between the evaluation of the teacher and the scores assigned by our two test versions. Both versions assign on average higher scores to more proficient students, i.e. they measure the language proficiency to some extent. The non-diacritized (ND) version of the tests has higher variance for the low proficiency students, while the diacritized (D) version has higher variance for the high proficiency students. However, due to our relatively small sample size, we cannot draw definite conclusions from that observation.
Figure 5: Participants’ scores on the ND-test & D-test.

Figure 6: Visualization of teacher evaluation in the ND-test and D-test.

Table 4: Results grouped by proficiency level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Nonwords</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to analyze the differences between the three levels, we additionally show a breakdown of precision, recall, and F-measure grouped by proficiency level in Table 4. We observe the usual trend of high precision or words, and high recall for non-words related to the test strategy of only checking known words. We also see that the results for the D and ND variants of our test are relatively similar, which means that using precision instead of recall in Equation 1 would not make much of a difference.

6.3. Qualitative Analysis

Table 5 shows the most difficult pair of word and nonword for each group and test condition. The two words with the highest difficulty index are *aAto and IgtyAl. Both are selected by 5 (i.e. missed by 15) students out of 20. This is most likely because *aAto normally appears as a noun-phrase, whereas IgtyAl is most common in countries with conflicts like Palestinian territories. The two nonwords with the highest difficulty index are xsmyp and mukaAdaAp. Both nonwords are very similar to Arabic words: (i) xsmyp is similar to (“Hsmyp”, ‘حسمية’, finality) and (ii) mukaAdaAp is similar to (“muqaADaAp”, ‘مضايضة’, prosecution). An interesting observation is that non-words have much lower error rate than words. This is mainly due to the above mentioned strategy of only checking words one really knows.
Table 5: List of most difficult items for each test variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group, Test</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>%Wrong</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>%Wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G2, test A (ND)</td>
<td>وحَد</td>
<td>wHd</td>
<td>unify</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>خَسْمِيَة</td>
<td>xsmyp</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1, test B (ND)</td>
<td>إِغْتِيَال</td>
<td>IgtyAl</td>
<td>assassination</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>ذَاَتَّ</td>
<td>zmA’</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1, test A (D)</td>
<td>ذَاَتَّ</td>
<td>*aAto</td>
<td>self</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>بِشَاشَةَ</td>
<td>biSaAd</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2, test B (D)</td>
<td>إِغْتِيَال</td>
<td>IgityaAlo</td>
<td>assassination</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>مُكَانَةَ</td>
<td>mukaAdaAp</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4. Limitations

As it can be clearly seen from the results of our study, the scores for the advanced learners are relatively high, i.e. we are already seeing ceiling effects here. As a consequence, in the current form the tests cannot be used for truly advanced students.

**Nonwords.** As our empirical results show, nonwords generated from non-existing roots are too easy to spot. The same is true for nonwords composed of rare phonemes or rare combinations of phonemes that feature too many of the least common letters, which can cause the stimuli items composed from them to appear unlikely to test respondents including those with beginner or intermediate levels. However, we believe that using diacritics opens the possibility to utilize nonwords that use existing roots, but with a non-existing configuration of diacritics. Exploring this option remains as future work.

**Words.** Generally, the quality of the words is acceptable, but can be further improved as we are seeing some ceiling effects even for medium proficiency students, i.e. some of the words are much too easy. Consequently, we need a better way of controlling the frequency. The Buckwalter/Parkinson frequency dictionary provides a list of the 5,000 most frequently used words in MSA as well as several of the most widely spoken Arabic dialects. A better valid option might be the revised Arabic WordNet, which comes with irregular plurals [1]. Even better would be corpora reflecting the type of reading material students are likely to have seen at a certain proficiency level, but to the best of our knowledge no such corpus is currently available.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have tackled the task of designing lexical recognition tests in Arabic by first discussing the specific challenges that are imposed by the language. It seem clear that using diacritics has the potential to (i) improve the quality of nonwords and (ii) to better control the difficulty of the tests.

We compared the diacritized and non-diacritized lexical recognition tests in a user study and find that they are largely comparable. This is in line with our hypothesis that students will recognize the most probable diacritized word which we used in our test.

In future work, we want to use less likely diacritized forms and explore how well we can control the difficulty of the tests. We envision to create tests that are better able to discriminate medium and high proficiency learners as we already see ceiling effects in the non-diacritized test versions, mainly due to very easy nonwords. We also want to explore ways to automatically create Arabic lexical recognition tests, a task that entails a lot of NLP challenges regarding automatic diacritization, morphological analysis, and language modeling.
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